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SMRT CORPORATION | BUY MARKET CAP: USD 1.88B



5 May 2015 Company Update



AVG DAILY TURNOVER: USD 2M



BUY FOR LONGER-TERM CATALYSTS FY15 results disappoints Longer-term catalysts still intact Introduce FY17 forecasts; reiterate BUY



• • •



BUY (maintain) Fair value



S$1.85



add: 12m dividend forecast



S$0.04 S$1.645



versus: Current price 12m total return forecast



First ever quarterly loss for train operations SMRT Corporation Ltd’s (SMRT) 4QFY15 PATMI grew 23.0% YoY to S$20.8m as its bus operations recorded the first quarterly profit since 3QFY11 and non-fare business increased 18.7%; but offset by the first ever quarterly loss for train operations. In addition to tight cost management and productivity gains, 4QFY15 PATMI grew on the back of a 7.5% revenue growth to S$311.2m on higher ridership, average fares and rental revenue. Train operations incurred loss mainly on depreciation and repair and maintenance (R&M) expenses for the ageing rail system. For FY15, top-line grew 6.2% to S$1.24b while PATMI jumped 47% to S$91.0m as it saw strong recovery momentum on rail and bus operations throughout the year, apart from 4QFY15 for train operations. As such, its FY15 revenue and PATMI formed 99.5% and only 96.1% of our forecasts.
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Analysts Eugene Chua (Lead) ● +65 6531 9678 [email protected] Andy Wong Teck Ching, CFA ● +65 6531 9817 [email protected] Key information Market cap. (m)



S$2,504 / USD1,881



Avg daily turnover (m)



S$3 / USD2



Avg daily vol. (m)



2.1



52-wk range (S$)



1.235 - 1.815



Free float (%)



45.8



Shares o/s. (m)



1,522.1



Exchange



Regulatory changes still the key catalysts Our view on SMRT’s positive outlook over the longer-term remains unchanged, based on catalysts from the on-going regulatory changes of the bus and rail operating model. The key points to note for the new bus model, which commences from 2QFY17, are: 1) SMRT to operate buses on an asset-light model (i.e. LTA to buy SMRT buses – estimated NBV of S$300m); 2) no depreciation expenses on bus assets post-divestment; 3) no capex needed to buy new buses as obligation is on LTA under new model; and 4) core bus operations to become sustainably profitable under new model with estimated operating margins of ~7-9%. With no details and timeline announced for the new rail framework for SMRT’s network, we logically assume that it should be similar to Downtown Line rail framework. This means: 1) asset-light model (i.e. LTA to purchase train assets with NBV of ~S$1b); 2) with most of SMRT’s depreciation expenses coming from train assets, the divestment of train assets means depreciation expenses to plunge after RFF is implemented; and 3) no capex obligation to buy new train assets to meet ridership growth under new framework. Introduce FY17 forecasts; reiterate BUY As we had already factored in our model for higher R&M and staff expenses, our DDM-derived FV remains unchanged at S$1.85 even as we incorporate FY15 results and introduce FY17 forecasts. Reiterate BUY on SMRT based on the compelling longer-term catalysts. FY14
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Relative total return



Road & Rail Temasek - 54.2% 1m
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Sources: Bloomberg, OIR estimates



Industry-relative metrics



Key financial highlights Year Ended Mar 31 (S$m)
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BBRG ticker



Net profit margin (%)
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9.8



ROE (%)
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Price/NTA (x)



3.2
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2.6 Note: Industry universe defined as companies under identical GICS classification listed in exchanges in Asia Pacific. Sources: Bloomberg, OIR estimates
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Exhibit 1: FY15 financial highlights 4Q14



4Q15



% Chg



FY14



FY15



% Chg



(S$m)



(S$m)



(YoY)



(S$m)



(S$m)



(YoY)



289.5 12.4



311.2 19.3



7.5% 54.9%



1,163.9 42.1



1,235.5 58.0



6.2% 37.5%



-111.5 -47.8



-121.2 -54.1



8.7% 13.3%



-462.4 -181.2



-483.6 -203.2



4.6% 12.1%



Amortization of asset-related grant Repairs and maintenance costs



2.4 -29.3



2.7 -34.4



13.1% 17.5%



9.9 -112.9



10.0 -121.9



1.5% 7.9%



Electricity and diesel costs Impairment losses on goodwill



-38.1 0.0



-34.9 0.0



-8.4% nm



-163.5 0.0



-150.7 0.0



-7.9% nm



Other operating expenses Profit from operations



-55.8 21.9



-61.4 27.1



10.1% 23.9%



-211.7 84.2



-223.5 120.8



5.5% 43.4%



Finance costs Interest and investment income



-2.6 -0.1



-3.1 0.3



20.3% -414.1%



-10.4 1.3



-12.5 1.6



20.1% 25.0%



Share of results of associates Profit before tax



0.3 19.6



1.0 25.4



202.3% 29.6%



-0.4 74.7



1.0 110.9



-336.6% 48.5%



Income tax expense Net profit



-2.8 16.7



-4.6 20.8



61.9% 24.1%



-13.2 61.5



-20.4 90.5



55.1% 47.1%



Attributable to: Equity holders of the company



16.9



20.8



23.0%



61.9



91.0



47.0%



Minority interests



-0.2



0.0



-77.5%



-0.4



-0.5



35.1%



Revenue Other operating income Staff and related costs Depreciation and impairment losses of PPE



Source: Company financials



Exhibit 2: Revenue Breakdown (FY15) MRT



3.6%



2.9% 9.7%



LRT Bus 52.1%



11.6%



Taxi Rental Advertising



19.3% 0.8%



Engineering and other services



Source: Company, OIR



Operating expenses likely to increase further… SMRT’s management stated that the increase in operating expenses is likely to sustain and see further progressive growth over the next two to three years due to ageing rail network, increase in scheduled maintenance in-line with expansion in train fleet size and increase regulatory standards and demands on service, reliability and capacity. These expenses are mainly R&M, depreciation, and staff costs. The increase in R&M and staff expenses came as no surprise as we had already factored for higher R&M and staff costs back in Mar-15 when SMRT released its plans going forward to improve rail reliability. To recap, there were two key points that required us to update our forecasts from FY16 onwards: 1) SMRT plans to expand its workforce of engineers and technicians by another 39% and 24% respectively, by 2018, and 2) SMRT to provide more training to ground staff, setting up maintenance operations centre to support and coordinate response by maintenance teams during rail incidents as well as investing to equip maintenance teams with computer tablets to support maintenance needs.
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…but not our key concern over the longer-term With regards to the increase in depreciation expenses on expanding bus and train fleet size, as mentioned above, depreciation for buses will be eliminated post divestment of bus assets, likely in FY17. While the timeline and details for the new rail framework remain unclear, we are encouraged to note that SMRT had stated that progress is being made on discussions with LTA on the transition. Similar to the new bus model, the new rail framework will see SMRT divest its train assets, eliminating depreciation expenses of the train assets, which could potentially see significant uplift in earnings post transition to new rail framework. Hence, this further explains our positive view over the longer-term outlook of SMRT. In addition, the divestment in assets could possibly see lump sum of cash inflow, resulting in potential special dividend or acquisitions for growth. While SMRT’s operating expenses are expected to increase over the next few years, we think they will be offset by, 1) lower electricity and diesel costs – as supply of electricity is based on fixed-price agreement until Sep-16, with step-down mechanism, which means electricity costs will continue to decline with time while diesel is ~75% hedged for FY16; 2) full-year contribution from Kallang Wave Mall with occupancy rate at more than 90% and most of the rental-free period already captured in end-FY15; 3) taxi rental income to continue its growth with operating margin likely to have stabilise at above 10%; 4) growth in average ridership across both rail and bus businesses as well as the effective fare adjustment of 1.9% from Apr-15 onwards; and lastly 5) management focus on productivity gains and cost management to help mitigate the higher costs. Our take on SMRT’s agreement with OMGTEL SMRT announced earlier that it had entered into an agreement with OMGTEL (OMG) to work with OMG for its bid for the fourth telco licence. The agreement is contingent on OMG’s success in securing the fourth telco licence in Singapore. Based on our understanding, the agreement does not require SMRT to be involved in the operations as a telco carrier, but mainly to provide marketing support and commuter reach for OMG. The option to invest up to S$34.5m via an option to subscribe for shares in OMG is also contingent upon OMG’s success in winning the licence bid. We see this option as positive as it gives SMRT an opportunity to have a share in the telco industry without the need to be involved in its operations. Furthermore, with an average daily ridership of 2m and 1m for SMRT’s train and bus operations, respectively, we believe SMRT is also likely to benefit from the potential rental of space for base station installations and advertising revenue from OMG. However, as this agreement is still in its infant stage, we have yet to incorporate any assumptions into our model.
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Exhibit 3: Operating margins (MRT & Bus)
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Source: Company, OIR



Exhibit 4: Average MRT & LRT fares (S$)
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1Q2010
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0.480
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3Q2008
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1Q2008



0.840
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0.560
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0.640
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LRT (RHS)



Source: Company



Exhibit 5: Average bus fares (S$) 0.720



0.680



0.640



0.600



Source: Company
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Company financial highlights



Income statement Year Ended Mar 31 (S$m)



FY14



FY15



FY16F



FY17F



1,163.9 255.5 -171.3 84.2 -9.2 -0.4 74.7 -13.2 61.5 61.9



1,235.5 313.9 -193.1 120.8 -10.9 1.0 110.9 -20.4 90.5 91.0



1,311.6 339.8 -206.0 133.8 -10.9 0.3 123.2 -22.2 101.0 101.4



1,347.1 361.0 -190.1 170.9 -11.2 0.3 160.0 -28.8 131.2 131.6



FY14



FY15



FY16F



FY17F



155.5 1,641.8 275.2 2,072.5 636.4 409.3 1,270.9 801.8 -0.1 2,072.5



156.1 2,042.5 338.6 2,537.2 821.6 631.0 1,678.3 859.5 -0.6 2,537.2



132.6 2,176.0 299.9 2,608.4 829.7 653.0 1,698.0 911.5 -1.0 2,608.4



176.1 2,175.8 278.6 2,630.5 837.9 601.6 1,644.7 987.3 -1.4 2,630.5



FY14



FY15



FY16F



FY17F



261.9 -26.0 234.4 -651.9 9.3 -642.6 17.2 -391.0 546.3 155.5



308.4 -29.6 277.4 -462.5 6.7 -455.8 178.2 -0.2 155.5 156.1



340.1 27.7 366.2 -350.0 1.6 -348.4 -41.3 -23.6 156.1 132.6



361.3 -70.2 289.8 -200.0 1.3 -198.7 -47.6 43.5 132.6 176.1



Key rates & ratios



FY14



FY15



FY16F



FY17F



EPS (SG cents) NTA per share (SG cents) EBIT margin (%) Net profit margin (%) PER (x) Price/NTA (x) EV/EBITDA (x) Dividend yield (%) ROE (%) Net gearing (%)



4.1 51.8 7.2 5.3 40.4 3.2 11.7 1.3 7.9 60.0



6.0 55.6 9.8 7.4 27.5 3.0 10.1 2.0 11.0 77.4



6.7 59.0 10.2 7.7 24.7 2.8 9.4 2.2 11.5 76.5



8.6 64.0 12.7 9.8 19.0 2.6 8.8 2.9 13.9 67.0



Revenue EBITDA Depreciation & amortization EBIT Net interest Associates and JVs Profit before tax Income tax expense Profit after income tax PATMI



Balance sheet As at Mar 31 (S$m) Bank and cash balances Property, plant, and equipment Other assets Total assets Debt Current liabilities excluding debt Total liabilities Shareholders equity Minority interests Total equity and liabilities



Cash flow statement Year Ended Mar 31 (S$m) Op profit before working cap. chg. Working cap, taxes and int Net cash from operations Purchase of PP&E Other investing flows Investing cash flow Financing cash flow Net cash flow Cash at beginning of year Cash at end of year



Sources: Company, OIR forecasts



Company financial highlights
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SHAREHOLDING DECLARATION: The analyst/analysts who wrote this report holds/hold NIL shares in the above security.



DISCLAIMER FOR RESEARCH REPORT This report is solely for information and general circulation only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any other person without our written consent. This report should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of the securities mentioned herein. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of the securities mentioned herein, taking into consideration your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs, before making a commitment to invest in the securities. OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd, OCBC Securities Pte Ltd and their respective connected and associated corporations together with their respective directors and officers may have or take positions in the securities mentioned in this report and may also perform or seek to perform broking and other investment or securities related services for the corporations whose securities are mentioned in this report as well as other parties generally. Privileged / confidential information may be contained in this document. If you are not the addressee indicated in this document (or responsible for delivery of this message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this document that do not relate to the official business of OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd, OCBC Securities Pte Ltd and their respective connected and associated corporations shall not be understood as neither given nor endorsed.



RATINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: - OCBC Investment Research’s (OIR) technical comments and recommendations are short-term and trading oriented. - OIR’s fundamental views and ratings (Buy, Hold, Sell) are medium-term calls within a 12-month investment horizon. - As a guide, OIR’s BUY rating indicates a total return in excess of 10% based on the current price; a HOLD rating indicates total returns within +10% and -5%; a SELL rating indicates total returns less than -5%.



Co.Reg.no.: 198301152E Carmen Lee Head of Research For OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd
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